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At Scotch Oakburn College..
•
•
•
•
•

the Australian Curriculum provides our curriculum framework;
a variety of programs and support structures differentiate and personalise learning so our
students achieve to their potential;
learning occurs in a range of contexts beyond the classroom, including virtual and real
world contexts;
students participate in service opportunities, collaborating to make a positive impact on
communities;
participating in engaging, challenging and varied co-curricular opportunities is
encouraged.

Core Subjects (Full Year)

Year 9
English
Health & Physical Education
Humanities: History, Geography & Civics
Mathematics or Mathematics-Advanced
Science

•
•
•
•
•

Year 10
English
Health & Physical Education
Humanities: History, Geography & Civics
Mathematics or Mathematics-Advanced
Science

Elective Subjects (Semester based)
The electives are arranged on a semester basis on two optional lines.
Unless there are special circumstances, these subjects will only be offered if a sufficient number
of students opt for them.
If students select French, Japanese or Chinese they are doing so for both semesters
Other options are selected for one semester only and may only be selected once by any student.
No more than 2 elective subjects from the (HPE) group (one for each semester) may be selected.

Selecting your subjects for 2020

Students and their parents will select elective subjects online. All information about all subjects will
be available via the online subject selection process.
All students will receive login information. Parents will then receive an email to view and sign off on
their child’s chosen subjects. This will enable parents to ensure that their child in enrols in the
subjects that will engage them and further their learning.
Students should ensure that they research their preferences by speaking with Heads of House,
Heads of Department, subject teachers and other students. They can also speak with the staff at the
Futures Centre, Mr Hammond or with Ms Dosser.

Ms Helen Dosser
Director of Curriculum Years 6-12
Helen.dosser@soc.tas.edu.au
Ph: 03 6336 3306

Mrs Teresa Darcy
Careers Advisor (Futures)
teresa.darcy@soc.tas.edu.au
Ph: 03 6336 3364
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Mr Luke Hammond
Years 9-10 Coordinator
luke.hammond@soc.tas.edu.au
Ph: 03 6336 3300
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Year 9 Core Subjects (Full Year)
English

Students analyse the ways that text structures, language features and images can be manipulated
for effect. They evaluate and integrate ideas and information from increasingly complex texts to
form their own effectively substantiated interpretations. In creating texts, students demonstrate
how manipulating language features and images can create innovative texts for a range of purposes
and audiences. They make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions,
comparing and evaluating different responses to ideas and issues. They edit for effect, selecting
vocabulary and grammar that contribute to the precision and persuasiveness of texts and using
accurate spelling and punctuation. Students keep a reflective journal and are exposed to a wide
range of literature from different places, periods and genres.

Health and Physical Education

The Health and Physical Education course allows students to participate in a variety of sporting and
recreational activities, all of which are aimed at developing motor skills, coordination and fitness.
Students have opportunities to display leadership, critical and creative thinking skills and the ability
to work cooperatively as a member of a team through small and large group activities. The health
component allows students to explore a variety of issues relating to their own health and wellbeing.
They look at real life issues that confront teenagers throughout their adolescent years, including
sexuality and risk taking behaviours associated with drugs and alcohol.

Humanities

In Humanities in Year 9, students focus upon three significant strands of Humanities education:
History, Geography and Civics. There is an emphasis in making relevant connections between these
subject strands over the year-long course.

History

Students will consolidate their skills in historical inquiry and build on their understanding of the
past by investigating the emergence of the Australian nation within the context of the ideas
and events that have shaped the modern world. Students examine the ideas, events, people,
institutions and policies that have helped to shape this nation and its identity. They take part in
inquiries into settlement, convict and colonial Australia, and evaluate the past and present
impacts of European settlement on Australia’s Indigenous peoples. They conclude their
historical inquiry with a detailed study of WW1 and its impact on this nation.

Geography

Students will develop their geographical understanding and skills through a focus on biomes
as they investigate the capacity of the world’s environments to sustainably feed the projected
future population and achieve food security for Australia and the world. They investigate how
we have altered our world biomes to ensure reliable food sources and consider how we can
manage our limited land and water resources and use more sustainable farming practices to
ensure we have food security.

Civics

Students will extend their knowledge of Australia’s system of government through an
exploration of how it enables change to take place. They examine how parties, groups and
individuals influence government decision-making processes. They also investigate the court
system and its role in applying and interpreting Australian law and how this can produce
changes in the law that they are required to obey. Through these explorations, they are
encouraged to become thoughtful, responsible and critical citizens of Australian democracy.
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Mathematics
In Year 9 Mathematics, students undertake one of the two subjects outlined below. Their placement
in a strand of Mathematics is determined by the College.

Advanced Mathematics

This Mathematics course is designed to continue and then to extend the development of
student understanding in the areas of number, algebra, measurement, geometry, statistics and
probability. Students are encouraged to develop knowledge and skills in these areas as well as
proficiencies in understanding, fluency, problem solving and reasoning. Throughout the
course, emphasis is placed on the effective communication of ideas using appropriate
mathematical symbolism and conventions.

Mathematics

This Mathematics course is designed to continue the development of student understanding
in the areas of number, algebra, measurement, geometry, statistics and probability. Students
are encouraged to develop knowledge and skills in these areas as well as proficiencies in
understanding, fluency, problem solving and reasoning. Throughout the course, emphasis is
placed on the effective communication of ideas using appropriate mathematical symbolism
and conventions.

Science

This course is designed to help students to develop a better appreciation of themselves, the world
around them and the various disciplines of science. In Chemistry, concepts of atomic structure and
properties of matter are reviewed and developed in chemical reactions as well as radioactivity. In
Biology, students investigate energy flow in ecosystems as well as a number of systems of the
human body. In Physics, the properties and behaviour of waves are introduced in relation to light
and a basic knowledge of electrical circuitry, terminology and calculations are developed. In Earth
Science, plate tectonics is investigated. Throughout the course students are encouraged to develop
skills in the scientific method, research and the use of standard physical formulae and calculations.
The year course concludes with students designing, conducting and presenting their own scientific
investigation.

Heads of Department Contact Details
English:

Mrs Sharon Beattie

Ph. 6336 3321

Sharon.beattie@soc.tas.edu.au
Science & Mathematics:

Mr Ian Britcliffe
Ian.britcliffe@soc.tas.edu.au

Health & Physical Education

Mr Paul McKendrick
Paul.mckendrick@soc.tas.edu.au

Humanities:

Ph. 6336 3339
Ph. 6336 3350

Ms Sarah Lillywhite
Sarah.lillywhite@soc.tas.edu.au
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Year 10 Core Subjects (Full Year)
English

Students evaluate how text structures and language features can be used in innovative ways. They
develop and justify their own interpretations of texts and they evaluate other interpretations,
analysing the evidence used to support them. Through the creation of a wide range of text types,
students show how the selection of language features can achieve precision and stylistic effect. They
make presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, building on others’
ideas, solving problems, justifying opinions and developing and expanding arguments. They
demonstrate understanding of grammar, vary vocabulary choices for impact, and accurately use
spelling and punctuation when creating and editing texts. Students keep a reflective journal and are
exposed to a wide range of literature from different places, periods and genres.

Health and Physical Education

The Health and Physical Education course allows students to participate in a variety of sporting and
recreational activities, all of which are aimed at developing motor skills, coordination and fitness.
The recreation program aims to expose students to community facilities available to them to
encourage life-long involvement in activities that promote health and wellbeing. Students have
opportunities to display leadership, strategic thinking and the ability to work cooperatively as a
member of a team through small and large group activities. The health component explores a
variety of issues relating to mental health and risk taking behaviours.

Humanities

In Humanities in Year 10, students have the opportunity to choose two of the three subject strands
to study - one in each semester. These are: History, Geography and Civics. In whichever combination
of two strands students choose, the emphasis is on making relevant connections between the
subject areas.

History

Students will explore the history of the modern world and Australia from 1918 to the present,
with an emphasis on Australia in its global context. The twentieth century was a critical period
in Australia’s social, cultural, economic and political development. A study of the
transformation of the modern world during a time of political turmoil, global conflict and
international cooperation provides students with a necessary context to understand Australia’s
development, its place within the Asia-Pacific region, and its global standing.

Geography

Students will develop their geographical understanding and skills through two major
investigations. In the first unit, managing environmental change, students investigate a specific
type of environment and environmental change in Australia and one other country. They apply
human-environment systems thinking to understand the causes and consequences of the
change and geographical concepts and methods to evaluate and select strategies to manage
the change. In the second unit, the Geographies of wellbeing, they explore spatial differences
in wellbeing within and between countries, and evaluate the differences from a variety of
perspectives.

Civics

Students will extend their knowledge of Australia’s system of government and expand their
skills in effective citizenship, including global citizenship. They continue to develop their
understanding of Australian democracy by investigating the values and practices that enable a
democratic society to be sustained and focus particularly on the role of the High Court. They
learn more about Australia’s governmental processes through comparison with another system
of government in the Asian region and examine Australia’s roles and responsibilities within the
international arena.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Mathematics
In Year 10 Mathematics, students undertake one of the two subjects outlined below. Their
placement in a strand of Mathematics is determined by the College.

Advanced Mathematics

This Mathematics course is designed to introduce, continue and then extend the development
of student understanding with the topics of linear, quadratic, cubic, exponential and
logarithmic functions, trigonometry, calculus and probability. Students are encouraged to
develop knowledge and skills in these areas as well as higher order thinking skills such as
abstract thinking and deductive reasoning. Throughout the course, emphasis is placed on the
effective communication of ideas using appropriate mathematical symbolism and
conventions.

Mathematics

This Mathematics course is designed to continue the development of student understanding
in the areas of number, algebra, measurement, geometry, statistics and probability. Students
are encouraged to develop knowledge and skills in these areas as well as proficiencies in
understanding, fluency, problem solving and reasoning. Throughout the course, emphasis is
placed on the effective communication of ideas using appropriate mathematical symbolism
and conventions.

Science
This course is designed to expose students to the various science disciplines Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Cosmology and Environmental Science, extending their knowledge and skills in each
science domain.
In chemistry students analyse how the periodic table organises elements and use it to make
predictions about the properties of elements. They explain how chemical reactions are used to
produce particular products and how different factors influence the rate of reactions. In physics they
explain the concept of energy conservation and represent energy transfer and transformation
within systems. They apply relationships between force, mass and acceleration to predict changes
in the motion of objects. In environmental science students describe and analyse interactions and
cycles within and between Earth’s spheres. In biology students evaluate the evidence for scientific
theories that explain the origin of the universe and the diversity of life on Earth. They explain the
processes that underpin heredity and evolution. In cosmology students investigate how the
evolution of the universe, including the formation of galaxies and stars, has continued since the Big
Bang. Students analyse how the models and theories they use have developed over time and discuss
the factors that prompted their review.

Heads of Department Contact Details
English:

Mrs Sharon Beattie

Ph. 6336 3321

Sharon.beattie@soc.tas.edu.au
Science & Mathematics:

Mr Ian Britcliffe
Ian.britcliffe@soc.tas.edu.au

Health & Physical Education

Mr Paul McKendrick
Paul.mckendrick@soc.tas.edu.au

Humanities:

Ph. 6336 3339
Ph. 6336 3350

Ms Sarah Lillywhite
Sarah.lillywhite@soc.tas.edu.au
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Optional Subjects (Full Year)
Languages (LOTE)

Head of Department – Mr Leigh Cordell
leigh.cordell@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3372

Year 9 French (Year 8 French recommended)

History and an increasingly
interconnected
global
world
underline the importance of a study
of French. This language is spoken by
an increasing number of people,
particularly in Africa as its economy
and population develop. Students
will enhance their appreciation of
this elegant European language
through exploring the history, art,
music, geography and cuisine of
France, as well as through
developing their skills in spoken and
written French. This course also
introduces students to spoken and
written French through the culture
of France. There is equal emphasis
given to the four macro skills of listening, speaking, reading comprehension and writing. In Year 9
the focus is on building vocabulary; however, some fundamental grammatical concepts are
included, where appropriate. Intensive consolidation and extension of any work covered previously
are carried out. Emphasis is placed on developing linguistic mastery of various themes through
engaging students in active use of the new language. The themes are: home and town life; giving
and receiving directions; transport; leisure time; daily routines; clothing; food; drinks and meals,
weather and health and wellbeing. In addition, students undertake a study of a French region of
their choice. There will be an opportunity to visit France in 2021 which would give students a chance
to interact with native speakers, expand cultural awareness and enhance their overall language
experience.

Year 10 French (Prerequisite – Year 9 French)

The course builds on the content and skills developed in previous years. Students work towards
achieving higher levels of comprehension, including the use of strategies to help them understand
unfamiliar written or spoken language. In addition, communication skills in the language are
extended to include sustained writing both for everyday situations (e.g. informal letters, e-mails,
messages etc) and creative pieces with linked themes. Intercultural themes will be used to enhance
students’ vocabulary and awareness of cultural differences. Students will enhance their speaking
and writing skills through a range of real-life role-plays, including an opportunity to engage with
native speakers and prepare for an optional trip to France in 2021.

Year 9 Japanese (Year 8 Japanese recommended)

This course enables students to develop their skills in Japanese by extending their previously
learned vocabulary, kanji and sentence patterns. The main script focus will be kanji. Students will
explore the culture and contemporary lifestyles of Japan through topics such as travel and daily life,
location and directions, weather and seasons. As the year progresses the grammatical structures
introduced become more sophisticated allowing for higher levels of communication and
comprehension. There may be an opportunity to visit Japan in 2020 which would give students a
chance to interact with native speakers, expand cultural awareness and enhance their overall
language experience.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Year 10 Japanese (Prerequisite – Year 9 Japanese)
This course extends all four macro skills of
listening,
speaking,
reading
and
writing. Students will continue to expand their
repertoire of kanji and also acquire a significant
understanding of Japanese culture and their
own. The themes of fashion, shopping, homestays and school rules will be explored. As the
year progresses the grammatical structures
introduced become more sophisticated
allowing for higher levels of communication and
comprehension. A key component will be the
introduction of plain form which is a precursor
for TCE Japanese. There may be an opportunity
in 2020 to visit Japan which would give students
a chance to interact with native speakers, expand cultural awareness and enhance their overall
language experience.

Year 9 Chinese (Year 8 Chinese recommended)

Year 9 Chinese is open to beginning and continuing students of the Mandarin language. Those
students who are continuing will have completed the beginners level of Mandarin, having studied
up to or more than 150 language points (made up of characters, words, and phrases) and are now
commencing the next stage of their language acquisition with a further new language points to be
introduced in Year 9. Throughout the course, the key components of reading and writing, speaking
and listening are all given equal weighting. This course will help students to understand more about
simplified Chinese characters, the common written language of mainland China and Singapore;
how they developed over time and how they are constructed. Year 9 Chinese will also enable
students to express themselves with greater confidence when interacting with Chinese speakers, as
they have more opportunities to use the language in real life situations. There may be an
opportunity to visit China which would give students a chance to interact with native speakers,
expand cultural awareness and enhance their overall language experience.

Year 10 Chinese (Prerequisite – Year 9 Chinese)
This year long course builds on the skills and content covered in previous years, enabling students
to extend their ability to communicate in Mandarin Chinese. Listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills are practised throughout the year, with particular focus on recognising and writing
Chinese characters. Language will be practised through discussions with the teacher and role play
to simulate real life situations. Students will also continue to study Chinese culture through assigned
tasks related to food, travel, lifestyle and fashion. They are encouraged to draw comparisons and to
respect the differences they encounter
in cultures other than their own. In Year
10 Chinese, students are encouraged to
take greater responsibility of their own
language learning, discovering what
method works best for them. This unit
will also begin to equip students and
prepare them for TCE level studies.
There may be an opportunity to visit
China which would give students a
chance to interact with native speakers,
expand cultural awareness and enhance
their overall language experience.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Semester-based Optional Subjects
Healthand
andPhysical
PhysicalEducation
Education (HPE)
Health

Head Head
of Department
– Mr Paul
McKendrick
Acting
of Department
– Mrs
Michelle Rybka
paul.mckendrick@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3350
michelle.rybka@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3350

Year 9 Sport Science – Body & Food

This elective introduces students into understanding the mechanics of the body and how food plays
an important role in everyday life. Students look into the importance of exercise and how these key
body systems can work to make improvements. Students discover how, through the manipulation
of diet, both health, wellbeing and sporting performance can be improved. Through the study of
units including body systems and nutrition, students are able to recognise the interrelationships
between theoretical concepts and real-life sporting situations. This subject includes some practical
work to reinforce the concepts covered. This elective provides a pathway for many of the TCE
subjects available including Food and Nutrition, Health Studies, Sports Science, Athlete
Development and Sport, Fitness and Recreation Experiences.

Year 9 Sport Science – Fitness & Training

This elective introduces students to the knowledge
and skills required for personal training and
maintaining their own health and fitness. Students
will participate in practical classes focusing on a
variety of different training methods such as circuits,
strength and interval training. Sessions are designed
so they look at innovative (both dynamic and
functional) training programs. Students will learn the
fundamentals of the fitness industry including
anatomy and physiology of the musculoskeletal
system, fitness assessment, training principles, sports
nutrition and basic recovery strategies. Students gain
an understanding on how to improve their own
personal fitness and provide ideas within a group session. This elective provides a pathway for
Physical Pursuits, Sport X and Training for Performance as well as many of the TCE subjects available
including Food and Nutrition, Sports Science, Athlete Development Health Studies and Fitness,
Sport and Recreation Experiences.

Year 9 Sport X
This elective introduces students to the knowledge and skills required to play a wide array of sports.
Students are exposed to a variety of hybrid and emerging sports and learn how to adapt and apply
the concepts taught in HPE. It is an opportunity to extend your thinking of game sense concepts
and to have fun in a practical setting. Students will analyse varying coaching styles and learn how
to use this information in a practical setting. They will learn the process of skill development and the
requirements of the coaching role for various team sports. They will apply their skills in the form of
a Sport Education program.

Year 9 Physical Pursuits

This elective introduces students the opportunity to develop their fitness and skills in a range of
physical pursuits. Students will play a variety of sports as well as participating in different fitnessbased activities. Initially, students will be directed by the teacher; however, as the semester
progresses, students will be expected to lead and monitor sessions. While the focus of this course is
on physical activity, a small amount of time will be spent planning and organising lessons.
Throughout the semester, students will also have the opportunity to visit community facilities for
participation in fitness-based programs.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Year 10 Sport X
This elective brings a wide variety of hybrid and emerging activities to be played within a cooperative and competitive environment. Students are challenged in the thinking and
understanding of sports to become more effective athletes. Students develop an understanding of
the many considerations that an individual must make when coaching/teaching students of
differing abilities. They discover how skills are learnt and how they can be improved. Students learn
about a variety of disabilities and are expected to apply this understanding in both the design of
suitable activities and to the creation of appropriate teaching/coaching environments. Students
develop skills in communication, cooperation and organisation. Beyond the classroom, students
develop an understanding of the many considerations that an individual must make when coaching
individuals in a range of sports. They will learn what factors need to be considered when planning a
coaching session and use this knowledge to plan and implement effective lessons for other junior
and senior school students. Students will be expected to coach and be coached by their peers.

Year 10 Training, Fitness and Performance

Students look at the development of comprehensive training programs that either complement
their current framework or establish strong knowledge and understanding in developing their own.
Students will develop consistency with their training through clear planning and reviews on a
regular basis. They will identify the physiological aspects of a training athlete. Students look at the
basic management of sports injuries, effective warm up and recovery procedures. Throughout the
semester, students will look at super foods and how they can improve their sporting performance.

Year 10 Physical Pursuits

This elective allows students the opportunity to develop their fitness and skills in a range of physical
and adventure pursuits. Students will participate in a variety of recreational experiences as well as
participating in different fitness-based activities. Initially, students will be directed by the teacher;
however, as the semester progresses, students will be expected to lead and monitor sessions. While
the focus of this course is on physical activity, a small amount of time will be spent planning and
organising lessons. Throughout the semester, students will also have the opportunity to visit
community facilities for participation in recreational-based programs. Getting active and having fun;
what’s better for our well-being.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Humanities
Enterprise
& Digital Innovation

Head of Department - Ms Sarah Lillywhite
Acting
Head of Department
Mrs3307
Sarah Lillywhite
sarah.lillywhite@soc.tas.edu.au
or Ph:–6336
sarah.lillywhite@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3362

Year 9 Money Matters

This course will provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary to enable them to
understand and use their money more effectively. This semester based course aims to give students
a good grounding in some of these issues and builds on skills and knowledge taught across the
curriculum. Areas of study include:
• Money - where students will study the importance of money, the advantages and risks of
the various forms of credit, personal budgeting and an introduction to investments,
including on-line savings accounts, the share market and the growing importance of
superannuation
• Consumer studies - where students will investigate the importance of being an astute
consumer and become aware of the rights and responsibilities of a consumer.
• Employment ready - that prepares students for
the world of work and explores the impact of
technological change on the work environment
• The development of a product and business
plan.
Students will experience a range of learning approaches
such as case studies, inquiry based learning, interactive
web-based activities and guest speakers to enhance their
level of understanding. They will also have the
opportunity to formulate and market their own business
ideas, both theoretically and practically.

Year 10 Creating Wealth

With the growing need for individuals and families to plan for their retirement and to manage
investments, there is a need for students to gain appropriate skills and knowledge in these areas.
This course aims to give students a good grounding in these issues.
The course consists of three areas of study:
• Managing Finances - using technology to record and manage financial transactions,
through learning about effective cash management and wealth creation strategies
• Investments - including shares, property, cash/bonds and managed funds
• Superannuation - building wealth for the future
Students will experience a range of learning approaches such as games (Monopoly, ASX
Sharemarket Game, CashFlow 101), case studies, inquiry based learning, interactive web-based
activities and guest speakers will enhance student understanding.

Year 10 Business Studies - Foundation

This course is a TASC accredited Level 2 subject and can be studied as a full year subject or semester
based. This course will help learners close the gap between Year 10 and TCE study and it will
familiarise students with the processes involved in ALL TCE subjects, not only TCE Business studies.
In order to gain the full benefits of the course, students are encouraged to complete the course in
full, but to create choice and flexibility; students can also decide to do the Semester 1 option or the
Semester 2 option. Students will have the opportunity to develop and run student enterprises in
both semesters.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Study of this course will enable learners to gain an understanding of small business and enterprise.
The course develops the knowledge, understanding and skills that will inform learners about the
small business environment in Australia and encourages them to participate in and contribute to it.
In addition, study of this course will assist students to contribute to the development of a prosperous
and sustainable economy and to secure their own financial wellbeing.
Students are encouraged to demonstrate enterprising behaviours and capabilities such as
embracing change, seeking innovation and showing initiative. They develop skills that enable them
to identify contemporary small business opportunities, investigate these by collecting and
interpreting relevant information and data, apply business reasoning and concepts to make
informed decisions and reflect on, evaluate and communicate their conclusions.
Business Studies – Foundation Level 2 is divided into six (6) units of study:
Semester 1 – Units of Study

Full Year – All Units
of Study

Semester 2 – Units of Study

Unit 1: An Introduction to the
Business Environment

Unit 4: Operating a Small Business

Unit 2: Business in the Economy

Unit 5: Operating a Small Business

Unit 3: Establishing a Small
Business

Unit 6: Business Inquiry – Preparing
a Business Plan

For a more detailed overview of the course please go to:
https://www.tasc.tas.gov.au/students/courses/humanities-and-social-sciences/bst215116/

Year 10 Big History: Asking the big questions about our universe, our
planet, life and humanity
What can the birth of a star tell us about the ways early humans lived? Or about our lives today?
What makes humans unique? Why do we look, think, and behave the way we do? Are we alone in
the universe? What does the future hold for our species, our planet and the cosmos?
Students studying Big History try to answer these questions and more by exploring the entire history
of the universe in one semester. By combining the studies of chemistry, physics, biology, astronomy,
history, geography, psychology, philosophy and other disciplines, Big History gives an overarching
view of the story of everything and seeks to answer the big questions about our universe, our planet,
life and humanity.
Throughout the online and in-class course, students will traverse the stars, the galaxies, the cells
inside the body and the complex interactions between all living and non-living things. They will
explore where we have been and predict where we are going. They will stretch their minds to the
limits of human understanding in order to see reality from many angles and on many scales. They
will join the online community of students studying the course across Australia and across the world.
With its emphasis on enquiry, analysis and argument, Big History will develop students’ critical
thinking, critical literacy and problem solving skills, preparing them well for their TCE studies and
more importantly, encouraging them to be more engaged, thinking, and questioning individuals.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Integrated
StudiesInnovation
(IS)
Enterprise
& Digital

Year 9/10
– Mr– Luke
Hammond
Acting
HeadCoordinator
of Department
Mrs Sarah
Lillywhite
luke.hammond@soc.tas.edu.au
or Ph:
6336
3409
sarah.lillywhite@soc.tas.edu.au
or Ph:
6336
3362

Year 10 illuminate:nextgen STEAM Challenge

The illuminate:nextgen STEAM Challenge is a one week intensive program that combines
knowledge and practice of STEAM principles alongside entrepreneurial capacity to create a unique
experience for students to develop their creative and innovative potential. Students will respond to
current issues in our contemporary world, through developing a scientific or engineering solution
to a real world problem.
Students will provide the application of their idea through creative thinking exercises, undertaking
market research, creating budgets, presenting across the challenge and writing proposals and
reflective reports, among other tasks. There will also be numerous opportunities to develop core
general capabilities including communication, collaboration, digital literacy, critical thinking,
problem solving amongst many others.
The students will be supported by experts in their fields from around the region to learn about these
important subjects as well as skills, with a focus on students being able to implement and drive
change in our modern world. These experts will also serve as the judging and evaluation panel for
the process, showcasing how students from Scotch Oakburn College are prepared for the world and
looking to positively influence it.

Year 9 & 10 Curriculum Handbook 2020
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Design and Technology (D&TECH)

Head
Roger
Carey
roger.carey@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3348
HeadofofDepartment
Department– –Mr
Mrs
Lauren
Knight
lauren.knight@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3343

Applied Technology
Year 9 Architectural Drawing and Graphic Design

Through a range of drawing techniques this course will explore the design process and how it is
used in architectural drawing, engineering and product design. Building techniques, energy
efficient housing, engineering design and preparation of workshop drawings will be the topics
covered, with an emphasis placed on drawing skills and accurate communication. This course is a
good foundation for students interested in design electives in Year 10 and beyond.

Year 9 Applied Technology and Design

Through the production of small projects students will be introduced to a wide range of workshop
processes while using a range of materials. With skill acquisition and using the design process being
the main objectives, students will also be introduced to all aspects of workshop safety which will
form the basis of correct working habits for future units. Students intending to work in this area in
Year 10 or TCE should consider this elective.

Year 10 Modern Technology and Design
This course will introduce students to the concepts involved in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and
Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM). Students will be exposed to applications of CAD/CAM and will
have the opportunity to make projects using CNC (Computer Numerical Controlled) technology.
Students will explore the design process and use drawing techniques to represent their ideas
leading to their final design. Students are required to prepare a folio of their work documenting the
concepts studied.

Year 10 Applied Technology and Design

Students will have the opportunity to explore a range of workshop techniques, processes, materials
and technologies. Through the construction of a project and the preparation of a folio, students will
explore the design process to assist in the implementation of ideas and designs. Any student
considering studying Design and Production in the TCE years could consider this elective.

Year 10 Design for an Active Lifestyle

This course will provide students with the opportunity to explore design possibilities that enhance
health, wellbeing and personal fitness. Through the production of related projects with the
emphasis being on wood, metal and plastic, students will work in teams and be exposed to
workshop techniques necessary to develop their ideas. Projects related to healthy living and
outdoor leisure activities will be the focus here.
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Digital Technology
Year 9 Software Development

This course will introduce students to the area
of designing and creating digital applications,
for computer software and portable devices.
This course encourages problem based learning
and challenges students to create solutions to
software based problems. Possible Areas of
study include:
• popular programming environments;
for example, Scratch, HTML 5, Flash,
Python.
• creating digital applications, applying
programming to create physical objects
e.g. robotics, Arduino, etc.
Students will work through a series of skills
based activities, culminating in a final
personalised project.

Textiles
Year 9 Textiles

This course allows students to explore the world of textiles and to gain an understanding of the
important role of textiles in daily life. They will learn skills and processes required for planning,
making and evaluating their own creative practical textiles projects. Students will also investigate
and gain an understanding of the social and environmental implications of developing and using
yarns, fabrics and other textile products.

Year 10 Textiles

This course is aimed at students who already have some skills when working with fabric and threads
and is designed to build on the existing skills students have in the production of textile products.
Students will select one or more areas of interest from a range of topics and investigate, plan and
undertake these projects. Suggested areas of interest are: silk painting, dyeing, appliqué, marbling,
patchwork, quilting, felting, embroidery, knitting, making garments for special occasions, tailored
coats and jackets or any other negotiated selections.
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Food Technology
Year 9 Pastry Chef

Students will learn a wide range of techniques for making breads, pastries and baked products. They
will investigate the traditional use of these foods in our diet and the advantages and disadvantages
of these foods. Students will be able to apply their understanding of Food Technology across a range
of skills such as: safe food handling, presentation, adapting and interpreting menus and an
understanding of eating for wellbeing. Students will develop new recipes and ways to include these
foods in their diet while taking into account dietary and health issues.

Year 9 Fast and Tasty

The focus of this course is on creating interesting and tasty foods/meals in a minimum amount of
time. It also focuses on understanding the health benefits from foods that are enjoyable to eat and
fun to prepare. This is a practical course which investigates the use of fresh and pre-prepared foods,
current trends and new food products.

Year 10 Festive Foods

This course explores the traditional and current use of foods in the celebration of events and the
way in which these foods can be presented and served in a manner that is exciting and visually
appealing. Students will plan, prepare and serve foods for special functions. They will learn how to
present individual dishes in creative ways, decorate a range of cakes and desserts, explore the use
of chocolate and learn how to add that special touch to the food they prepare for any function.

Year 10 Masterchef

Acclaimed chefs such as Jamie Oliver, Donna Hay, Maggie Beer, television programs such as
Masterchef and MKR, and magazines such as Delicious, Taste and Gourmet Traveller have all had a
major impact on our interest and understanding of food. Masterchef 10 aims to further develop and
heighten this awareness and will prompt a passion for food in the students who enrol. This practical
course will enable students to foster their interest and develop their culinary skills and enhance their
food literacy.
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Visual
Visualand
andPerforming
PerformingArts
Arts (VAPA)
Head
HeadofofDepartment
Department– –Mr
MrStephen
StephenKing
King
Stephen.king@soc.tas.edu.au
or or
Ph:Ph:
6336
3316
Stephen.king@soc.tas.edu.au
6336
3316

Students anticipating studying Art at TCE level are encouraged to study a one semester of Art in
each of Years 9 and 10. The practical component of each studio area will be accompanied by an
element of Art theory (history and criticism) that will assist students in their idea generation and
design skills.

Year 9 Art Attack
In this course, students will initially explore inquiry based projects that encourage them to develop
strategies to extend their creative thinking, decision-making and problem-solving skills, through
research and experimentation. Students are encouraged to develop a personal response to project
briefs. Students will then have the opportunity to develop a proposal for an individual project,
investigating an idea and medium of their choice. The mediums that students can explore include
drawing, painting, sculpture, ceramics, photography, mixed-media or digital art.

Year 9 Introduction to Photomedia

This course provides students with the opportunity to develop skills in both black and white and
digital photography. Students are encouraged to explore a range of approaches in capturing their
imagery and they develop an understanding of how to effectively enhance their photographs in the
darkroom and using Adobe Photoshop. Students are encouraged to think creatively when devising
their own responses to project briefs
and will have the opportunity to view
the work of a range of contemporary
photographers, to support the
development of their ideas and
analytical skills.

Year 10 Photomedia

This course provides students with the
opportunity to develop skills in both
black and white and digital
photography.
Students
are
encouraged to explore a range of
approaches in capturing their imagery,
and they develop an understanding of
how to effectively enhance their photographs in the darkroom and in Adobe Photoshop. Students
will have the opportunity to view the work of a range of contemporary photographers, in order to
build on their analytical skills. They are also introduced to video production and animation, with an
emphasis on technique and the conceptual nature of their final works. Introduction to Photomedia
in Year 9 is not a pre-requisite.

Year 10 artSCOPE

This course extends students idea generation and technical skills and encourages students to
pursue studio areas of personal interest. Students are given the opportunity to negotiate a proposal
for a project related to their selected medium, such as drawing, painting, sculpture, printmaking,
photomedia, digital art or graphic design. Students are guided through the production of artworks
accompanied by a journal, which reflects the student’s thinking processes, influences and technical
experiments. Students will investigate the work of relevant artists to assist with the development
of their ideas. This course provides an opportunity for students to experience an introduction to
studying Art at a TCE level.
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Dance
Year 9 Dance

In this course, students (beginner or experienced) will further develop and refine skills and
techniques used throughout the compositional and performance phase of dance. Students will
expand dance terminology concepts and will study
various global dance styles and their place in society.
This course offers students the chance to perform to a
small audience and will compete in the Launceston
Competitions.

Year 10 Dance
In this course, students will explore specific
choreographic concepts and ideas to devise dance
works. Students will select a global issue of interest to
explore through dance and will be able to use
technologies to enhance their performance work.
Students will evaluate and respond to their own dance
works (and works of others) and will have the opportunity of viewing a live dance performance. This
course offers students the chance to perform to various audiences (including the Launceston
Competitions) and is a suggested springboard for TCE Dance-Choreography and Performance.

Drama
Year 9 Scripted Drama and Performance

Scripted Drama and Performance is a practical course that offers students the opportunity to
participate in script interpretation. The course gives the students “hands-on” experience as scripts
are rehearsed, costumed and then performed in front of an audience. The choice of dramatic
extracts and or scenes will be determined by the number and composition of the class.

Year 10 Scripted Drama and Performance

Scripted and Solo Drama is a practical course that offers a range of scripts for students to read,
analyse and perform. Scenes and/or one-act plays from recognised playwrights will be presented
to an audience. Students who undertake this course will be well prepared for future study in this
subject as Scripted and Solo Drama is a good introduction to TCE Drama and Theatre Performance.

Media
Year 9 Introduction to Media Studies
This course is designed to introduce students to media products from a range of mass media
sources. Students will experiment with the basic conventions of film-making using video cameras,
sound equipment and editing software. Through the development of their creative skills, critical
appreciation and knowledge of media techniques and technologies, students will be able to tell
their own stories and interpret the stories others in our digital and interconnected world.

Year 10 Media Studies

In Year 10, Media Studies students investigate different types of media production, including
documentary-making, radio production, advertising, moving and still images, and music
technology. All students learn to use industry standard software by making and editing their own
media products (video, still image and audio). Through the analysis of film and production elements
students will continue to refine their own media-making skills. This course provides a good
foundation for the study of TCE Media Production.
This subject is ideal for students who are self-directed, creative and love technology.
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Music
Year 9 Music

This is a course that is open to students in Year 9 who already play a musical instrument or sing and
who would enjoy the opportunity to join with other students and develop those skills further.
Students perform in their preferred styles and learn performance etiquette and collaborate in
master class settings to improve their concert repertoire. The course has a strong performance
focus, which includes planning and presenting in-class performances throughout the
semester. Classes include rehearsal times and
there are opportunities to be creative, to work
in groups and to perform. All music skills get a
fine tuning. "Get more from your music
performance”. Aural and theoretical skills are
taught through composition and analysis of the
music students perform.

Year 10 Music

This course is designed to enable students to
gain musical experience through a variety of
activities aimed at developing knowledge and
skills in performing, musicianship, creating and
listening. In addition to a core program
students will explore meaning and interpretation,
forms and musical elements as well as cultural and historic contexts of music. Students will also
reflect on the development of traditional and contemporary styles and how musicians can be
identified through the style of their music. This would be an ideal follow-up course for students who
undertook Music in Year 9, although it is not a pre-requisite. The course is also strongly
recommended for students who may be contemplating further music studies in Years 11 or 12.
This course is open to Year 10 students who enjoy performing, whether singing or playing an
instrument. It is ideal for those students whose skills are developing and who would enjoy the
opportunity to join with other students and develop their skills further. This is a stand-alone course
but is excellent preparation for future TCE music studies. It is similar to, but on a more advanced
level than the Year 9 Music course. Students learn how to conquer performance anxiety through
practical performance experience to their peers and learn how to really get the most out of their
music making. The course is applicable to any style of music and has a strong performance focus
which includes planning and presenting solo and ensemble works during regular class concerts.
There are opportunities to be creative, to work in groups and to perform.
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LearningDevelopment
Development
Learning
Contact Teacher
Teacher ––Mrs
Fitzgerald
Contact
MrsLouise
Louise
Fitzgerald
Louise.fitzgerald@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3438
Louise.fitzgerald@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3438

Year 9 and 10 Learning Development

(Only students invited by the College may select this option. Nominated students may choose
this option in one or both semesters).
This course is intended for students who require basic skill development in literacy. One-on-one
and small group assistance with reading, spelling, writing and comprehension will be provided and
tailored to suit individual needs and learning styles. Assistance with task completion, organisation
and time management will also be provided.

Director
ofProgram
Education Outdoors – Mr Mark Munnings
9ALIVE
mark.munnings@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3409
Year 9/10 Coordinator – Mr Luke Hammond
luke.hammond@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3409

9ALIVE Program
The philosophy of ‘9ALIVE’ is to build upon the Middle Years’ experience, further developing
students’ natural curiosity and their love of inquiring, exploring and being actively engaged in
practical and relevant learning activities. By engaging with the local Tasmanian community and
exploring different environments, the ‘9ALIVE’ program works to fulfil the College’s commitment to
developing self-directed, well-balanced and ethical people who are also responsible citizens able to
contribute in constructive ways to the world.
The program comprises of four experiences (1 week each) over the course of the year:
•
•
•
•

Service Learning (Community Service)
Southern Tasmanian Program
Education Outdoors Experiences
Our Land, Our Future
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Students at Work
Futures
Centre
Co-ordinator
– Mrs Lauren Knight
lauren.knight@soc.tas.edu.au
or Ph: Poynter
6336 3343
Co-ordinator
– Ms Judy
Year 9 Work Experience in the Community Service Sector
Scotch Oakburn sees Work Experience in the Community Service Sector as a learning opportunity,
linking the students with the wider community. Through the Year 9 program the College aims to
inform students by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Showing the need for service/volunteering in the community
Promoting and extending learning through active participation in service experiences
in the community
Providing students with opportunities to use skills and knowledge in real-life situations
Building effective collaborative partnerships between the College and a variety of
institutions and organisations in the local community
Meeting community needs through the service projects conducted
Fostering a sense of caring for others

The shape of the week’s program is as follows:
In the days prior to the placement, students will be involved in a range of learning activities to
prepare them for their week ahead.
Students are encouraged to seek out and organise their own placement in consultation with Mrs
Knight.

Tuesday - Wednesday: Small groups of students will be involved in a variety of
experiences with local organisations, some of which include:
•
•
•
•
•

Aged care
Child care
Teacher aide work and grounds
projects at local schools
Launceston City Mission
Australian Red Cross

Friday
Back at school for a program of:
•
Debriefing and reflection
•
Group presentations from the week’s
activities and experiences
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duc
Students at Work
Co-ordinator – Ms Judy Poynter

judy.poynter@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3376

Year 10 Students @ Work
At Scotch Oakburn, we place significant emphasis on
assisting students to plan for their future pathways. In Year
10, this support includes:
• One on one meetings, which result in a
documented Pathway Plan for each individual
• The ‘Students @ Work’ program; and
• Preparing for beyond Year 10, including TCE
subject selection, School-Based Apprenticeships,
and Vocational Education and Training (VET)
programs
The Futures Centre staff meet with each of the Year 10
students during the year to assist them in developing their
Personal Pathway Plan.
The goals of the ‘Students @ Work’ program are:
• To enable students to clarify their employment and
vocational goals, and
• To give students first-hand information about, and experience in, what it means to work,
which includes understanding the work processes of an organisation and a work
environment.
In some instances, this will be a ‘work sampling’ placement, where students select placements
according to their future aspirations and have the opportunity to test these through performing
tasks in a workplace. Other students may undertake a ‘work
shadowing’ placement that will give them access to
occupational areas that may not be suited to work
sampling, e.g. law, the health professions. Instead of
performing the tasks required of these occupations, the
student is given the opportunity to observe and to learn
actively about people at work, examining the work role
they perform. Students are covered by a work
experience insurance policy held by Scotch Oakburn for
the entire “Students @ Work” period.
During the Year 9 Career Education Program in Term
Four, all students undertake personality assessments
and engage in career research. This aims to inform
students’ selection of occupations to investigate during
the “Students @ Work” program in Year 10.
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ors
Education Outdoors

Director of Education Outdoors – Mr Mark Munnings
mark.munnings@soc.tas.edu.au or Ph: 6336 3409

Year 9 Aurora Program
The Year 9 Education Outdoors ‘Aurora – Journey Based Program’ offers students a chance to grow
in their independent expedition planning and preparation skills. The students will lead decision
making processes, manage their food for the week and take on leadership roles in the bushwalking
group. These bushwalking trips will take place in a variety of locations depending on weather and
campsite availability.
Students will have an opportunity to nominate the difficulty level of the bushwalking challenge that
they undertake.

9ALIVE “Our Land, Our Future” Program

In Term 3 Year 9 students will be undertaking field trips to study the properties of fire/combustion
and its impact on the local ecology a Midlands Farm and studying marine debris at Northern
Tasmanian Beaches. Two days and one night will be spent at another Midlands property learning
about sustainable agriculture and exploring the science and technologies that are interwoven into
successful modern farming practices.

Year 10 Education Outdoors – ‘Pinnacle’ Program

The Year 10 Education Outdoors program, ‘Pinnacle’, is a core component of the curriculum at
Scotch Oakburn College. The ‘Pinnacle’ program aims to educate, challenge and enrich students
through adventure and self-discovery, accountability, independence, responsibility, and living and
working together in a small
community. Another focus for the
program is to combine the practical,
personal and social skills that students
have gained through their Education
Outdoors experiences at Scotch
Oakburn College and apply them in a
unique and challenging adventurous
journey.
Students may choose from the no cost
compulsory Bushwalking program or
the optional Adventurous Activity
option. The Adventurous Activity
option will incur an additional cost to
be advised.

Bushwalking
The Bushwalking component of this program will prepare students well for facilitating their own
independent expeditions similar in nature to those required for the Duke of Edinburgh Award
Adventurous Journey. Students will be involved in menu planning, navigation training, campsite
selection and bushwalking through both familiar and unfamiliar terrain. Students will progress to
navigate under remote supervision in small groups to designated checkpoints and campsites. These
programs will generally be run in the Fingal Valley, East Coast and North-East of Tasmania.
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Adventurous Activity Option
If students and their families choose one of the following expedition options this will count as their
compulsory Pinnacle program. These activities will have the same goals as the bushwalking
programs above, however these programs will focus more on adventure activity skill development
and less on the skills involved in expedition planning and management. These additional cost
expedition options, will be subject to minimum number being met to proceed.
Students will have the opportunity to choose a 6 day expedition from the activities listed below:
•
Sea Kayaking – Freycinet National Park/Central Lakes
•
White water rafting – Mersey River/Huon River
•
Rock Climbing – Freycinet National Park
•
White Water Kayaking - Forth & Leven rivers
•
Bushcraft Survival Camp – Midlands/Valley Campus
•
Cycle Touring – Tamar Valley/East Coast Tasmania
•
Mountain Bike Riding - Derby

Year 10 Leaders Program
Year 10 students will undertake a leadership and peer support training program and will be assistant
group leaders on a variety of Education Outdoors programs. This will be an opportunity for Year 10
students to further develop leadership skills and refine other areas of personal growth, and embed
their own personal outdoor skills and knowledge. This program is an excellent opportunity for those
students who are interested in future leadership roles in the community and gives them an
opportunity to pay forward the goodwill they were shown by Year 10 leaders who worked with them
on previous programs.
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Web Preferences – 2020 Subject Selection Process

Login to
www.selectmysubjects.com.au
You need the Student Access Code
and password

Click on ‘Add New Preferences’ to
start choosing your subjects for
2020

Emailed to student school email

(You have 30 minutes to complete
the process)

For Year 8 and 9, choose your first
AND second preferences for each
line AND semester from the
relevant tables on pages 27 and 28
of this handbook.

Once you are happy with your
selections, choose proceed. You
will be presented with a signature
box to sign your form. Sign and
then click ‘Save Signature’.

Your parent/guardian will receive
an email from
noreply@selectmysubjects.com.au
and they will be asked to view and
sign the form to approve your
subject selections.

You will not be enrolled in any
subjects until your parent/guardian
has given their approval
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If you are in Year 9, you need to
choose:
two Humanities subjects and then
a reserve option.

Provide a parent/guardian email
address (or two) and then
click ‘Submit Valid Preferences’

This must be completed by
Wednesday 28 August 2019
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Year 9 Electives
Unless there are special circumstances, these subjects will only be offered if a sufficient number of students opt for them

Semester One
Option Line A

Option Line B

Intro to Media Studies

9A1IMS

Art Attack

9B1AA

Dance

9A1DAN

Music

9B1MUS

Introduction to Photomedia

9A1IPM

Money Matters

9B1MM

French*

9A1FRN

Japanese*

9B1JAP

Chinese*

9A1CHN

Fast and Tasty

9B1FT

Applied Technology and Design

9A1ATD

Software Development

9B1SD

Textiles

9A1TEX

Sport X

9B1SPX

Architectural Drawing & Graphic Design

9A1AD

Learning Development

9B1LD

Physical Pursuits

9A1PP

Semester Two
Option Line A

Option Line B

Scripted Drama & Performance

9A2SDP

Art Attack

9B2AA

Japanese*

9A2JAP

Music

9B2MUS

Applied Technology and Design

9A2ATD

Money Matters

9B2MM

Architectural Drawing & Graphic Design

9A2AD

French*

9B2FRN

Textiles

9A2TEX

Chinese*

9B2CHN

Sport Science: Fitness and Training

9A2SSFT

Fast and Tasty

9B2FT

The Pastry Chef

9A2PC

Software Development

9B2SD

Sport Science: Body and Food

9B2SSBF

Learning Development

9B2LD

+ No more than 2 elective subjects from the (HPE) group (1 per semester)
* Full year course
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Year 10 Electives
Unless there are special circumstances, these subjects will only be offered if a sufficient number of students opt for them

Semester One
Option Line A

Option Line B

Scripted Drama and Performance

10A1SSD

Art Scope

10B1AS

Creating Wealth

10A1CW

Music

10B1MUS

French*

10A1FRN

Big History

10B1BH

Japanese*

10A1JAP

Business Studies Foundation

10B1BSF

Applied Technology and Design

10A1ATD

Chinese*

10B1CHN

Sport X

10A1SPX

Modern Technology and Design

10B1MTD

Learning Development

10A1LD

Design for an Active Lifestyle

10B1DAL

Festive Foods

10B1FF

Physical Pursuits

10B1PP

MasterChef

10B1MC

Semester Two
Option Line A

Option Line B

Dance

10A2DAN

Photomedia

10B2PM

Media Studies

10A2MS

Music

10B2MUS

Creating Wealth

10A2CW

Big History

10B2BH

Chinese*

10A2CHN

Business Studies Foundation

10B2BSF

Applied Technology and Design

10A2ATD

French*

10B2FRN

Training, Fitness and Performance

10A2TFP

Japanese*

10B2JAP

Textiles

10A2TX

Modern Technology and Design

10B2MTD

Learning Development

10A2LD

Design for an Active Lifestyle

10B2DAL

MasterChef

10A2MC

Festive Foods

10B2FF

Physical Pursuits

10B2PP

NOTE: Students must also choose 2
Humanities Subjects from:
History  Geography  Civics 

+ No more than 2 elective subjects from the HPE group (1 per semester)
* Full year course
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